FREELANCE PROJECTS THROUGH PARKER DEWEY

What is Freelance Projects through Parker Dewey?

Parker Dewey is a network of highly motivated career launchers and business professionals working together to find paid opportunities for college students that help companies effectively complete tasks and improve hiring. They contract with college students and recent graduates who want to work on short-term, freelance professional projects so that they can generate income while demonstrating capabilities and gaining practical experience.

What is a Career Launcher?

Career Launchers are highly motivated college students and recent graduates who are seeking to gain professional experience while demonstrating their talent and skills. Parker Dewey refers to account holders/applicants as Career Launchers.

Why does the Parker Dewey site refer to them as micro-internships?

The opportunities on Parker Dewey are referred to as micro-internships because they provide similar benefits to an internship in a shorter period of time. The projects come from a variety of industries and disciplines, and range from 5 to 40 hours of work. Columbia College Chicago views these opportunities as freelance projects and NOT micro-internships because they are generally less than the 75 hour minimum requirement for an internship for credit; therefore students would not receive internship credit.

Why is Columbia offering this to students?

Columbia College Chicago’s Career Center is dedicated to career development and exploration at all levels of a student’s academic and career journey. Freelance projects through Parker Dewey enables students and alumni to gain experience in their industry while working on freelance projects that can enhance resumes and provide collaborative and experiential opportunities with short-term projects.

What are the benefits?

All projects on the Parker Dewey platform are fixed-fee, paid engagements.

Benefits include:

- Experience – work on interesting projects and explore career options
- Relationships – develop your network with potential employers
- Access – demonstrate your capabilities
- Income – earn money for completing the project – paid directly by Parker Dewey
What types of projects are there?

Parkey Dewey actively reaches out to a variety of industries and organization sizes. There are typically around 100 projects available (on the platform) at any time, based upon the current needs of the clients. Projects are due between one week and one month after kick-off and are supervised by the client. Projects may be required to be completely remote, on-site, or a combination of the two. The assignments are comparable to those typically given to skilled new hires. To see visit: www.parkerdewey.com/example-projects

Do I Still Use Handshake?

Yes! Because Parker Dewey offers short-term and freelance projects only, you’ll still use Handshake to make appointments, search for internships and jobs, and register for events.

Do I Still Use Portfolium?

Yes! Portfolium is your online collection of projects and work samples that you can share on your resume and in your application process. You’ll stand out from the masses because your Portfolium projects are tagged with your personal and technical skills. Portfolium is searchable by employers and is an effective platform for getting your work noticed.

How Do I Get Paid?

Every opportunity on Parker Dewey is paid a fair amount. In general, project budgets work out to be between $15-$25 per hour and have no other fees, so what you see is what you will earn upon completion. Students and alumni are paid directly by Parke Dewey.

Can International students work on Freelance Projects through Parker Dewey?

Career Launchers will need to confirm with Parker Dewey to determine eligibility before the start of a project.

What’s the Application Process and is there a cost?

There is no cost for Career Launchers. Simply create a Profile at https://www.parkerdewey.com/career-launchers, Browse opportunities and apply! There are no fees to create an account or browse opportunities on Parker Dewey.

Is there an employee or work-for-hire agreement?

After you’ve applied for a particular project, the client selects a specific individual to execute their assignment and communicates with you directly, but the business relationship is with Parker Dewey itself. The Terms of Service between Parker Dewey and both Career Launchers and Clients further elaborate on this, and Parker Dewey receives a physically signed copy of this from all of its contractors before a project begins.
Therefore, working on these projects does not make you an employee or 1099 independent contractors of Parker Dewey clients.

**Does the Client own the work I make?**

The contract with the Client does state that they will own the work they are paying you to do. You can ask your Parker Dewey contact and Client for permission to use the work in your portfolio and on your website. If they approve, be sure to get the approval in writing.

**What are the next steps after I’ve been awarded a project?**

- Once awarded a project through Parker Dewey, ALL communication related to the project goes through the client and Parker Dewey.
  - Sign an NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement). Also called a Confidentiality Agreement, these agreements are meant to create a legally enforceable contract that creates a confidential relationship between you and the client, protecting the privacy of the client and their information. Information commonly protected by NDAs might include schematics for a new product, client information, sales and marketing plans, or a unique manufacturing process.
  - Receive the scope of the work from the client. Read it carefully and write down any questions. Then send an email to introduce yourself and thank the client for awarding you the project. You can add your questions to the email, as well as the best way to contact you. You’ll also want to ask how often the client is expecting updates on the work you are doing. Since these are short-term projects, they may want you to communicate your progress with them every few days or once per week. Once you know how often they would like you to check-in, add those dates to your calendar to remind you.
- After a project is completed, clients can hire the talent for full-time positions, internships, part-time roles, contract work, or anything else directly.

**Do I have access to Parker Dewey after I graduate?**

Yes! Once you’ve created your Parker Dewey account, you’ll have access until you request to delete your account.

Still have questions? Visit Parker Dewey’s FAQ’s here: [https://www.parkerdewey.com/faq](https://www.parkerdewey.com/faq)
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